Pregnant Women’s Blood Pressure Reactivity Differences With and Without Family History of Hypertension After Undergoing the Cold Pressor Test (CPT)
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Abstract— Pregnancy may physiologically trigger pregnant women’s cardio-vascular system to progressively adapt with significant structural and functional changes, such as increasing blood volume, cardiac output, heart rate and stroke volume as well as decreasing blood pressure and systemic vascular resistance, including hypertension which is possibly triggered by family history of hypertension. The Cold Pressor Test (CPT) was conducted to see pregnant women’s blood pressure reactivity differences with and without family history of hypertension. This research aims at examining pregnant women’s blood pressure reactivity differences with and without family history of hypertension after undergoing the Cold Pressor Test (CPT). This quasi-experimental research measured both systolic and diastolic blood pressure changes before and after undergoing the Cold Pressor Test (CPT), while the data was processed using Mann Whitney test. Results: Of 80 pregnant women’s mean systolic blood pressure with family history of hypertension before and after undergoing the Cold Pressor Test (CPT) was respectively 103.82 mmhg and 126.76 mmhg, while, their mean diastolic blood pressure before and after undergoing the Cold Pressor Test (CPT) was respectively 76.62 mmhg and 100.29 mmhg. The pregnant women’s mean systolic blood pressure without family history of hypertension before and after undergoing the Cold Pressor Test (CPT) was 107.91 mmHg and 118.87 mmHg while their mean diastolic blood pressure before and after undergoing the Cold Pressor Test (CPT) was respectively 76.62 mmHg and 78.50 mmHg. After the data was processed using Mann-Whitney test it showed a significance value of 0.003. Because the p-value was <0.05, it can be concluded that there was a significant difference between pregnant mothers with and without family history of hypertension and those with both systolic hypo-reactor and hyper-reactor. Conclusion: there is a significant difference between pregnant women with and without family history of hypertension and blood pressure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pregnancy may physiologically trigger pregnant women’s cardio-vascular system to progressively adapt including with the risk of hypertension. Therefore, complication management and prevention related to pregnancy are greatly important to improve the women’s health. Hypertension commonly happens in pregnancy up to 10% of pregnancies in the world with the increasing prevalence. The hypertension conditions include gestational hypertension, preeclampsia, chronic hypertension in pregnancy, and chronic hypertension with superimposed preeclampsia [1]. Hypertension disorder in pregnancy is one major cause of maternal, fetal, and neonatal morbidity and mortality throughout the world. Many factors influence hypertension, such as environment, sympathetic nervous system hyperactivity, renin-angiotensin system, Na excretion defects, increasing Na and Ca intracellular, and other increasing risks, such as obesity, smoking, and genetic [4]. The development of hypertension is strongly influenced by many factors including lack of physical activities, family history, and bad eating habits, such as eating with high animal fat, lack of fiber, high sodium and low potassium content [2].

Early detection to an individual with high risk of hypertension is greatly important for preventive action. Cardiovascular hyper-reactivity to stress has been hypothesized as one important risk factor for the development of hypertension and cardiovascular disease. Cold Pressor Test (CPT), which measures the blood pressure reactivity (BP) to the external cold stimuli, has been commonly used to evaluate the cardiovascular reactivity to stress in normotensive and hypertensive subjects [3]. The incidence of maternal mortality in Banyumas Regency in 2018 increased to 18 people from the previously 14 people in 2017. At the beginning of 2019 to October 2019, there were seven maternal deaths with 57.14 % was caused by hypertension. Of 18 maternal deaths, 55.5% was caused by hypertension [6].

The incidence of hypertension may be predicted using the "Cold Pressor Test", a provocation test for patients with cold temperatures affecting the vasomotor center. According to Schirger (1994) in Sharon (2009), if the "Cold Pressor Test" is found positive in a person, he or she has the possibility of suffering from essential hypertension [7]. According to Kasagi, Akaishi, and Shimakao (1995) in
Irfannudin and Novita (2009), the results of Cold Pressor Test (CPT) might predict the incidence of hypertension in the future [8]. According to the prospective studies conducted by Wood, Sheps, Evelback, and Schirger in Minnesota (1934-1979), for 45-year on 142 subjects, a positive response to the Cold Pressor Test (CPT) potentially predicted the incidence of hypertension [4] [5].

II. METHOD

This a quasi-experimental research compared two treatment groups consisting of pregnant women with and without family history of hypertension and measured the systolic and diastolic blood pressure changes after undergoing the Cold Pressor Test (CPT). This research was conducted at Kembaran Community Health Center 2, Purbandana Village, Kebaran District, Banyumas Regency. The population of this research was pregnant women in the first trimester. The research samples were all the research population with a total of 80 people. The samples were collected using a random sampling technique with the inclusion criteria of patients in the first trimester pregnancy. The Mann-Whitney test was conducted to analyze the not normally distributed data using 2 independent variables [10]. This research has passed the ethical test by the health research ethics committee of Universitas Harapan Bangsa.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The results of this study were described as follows:

A. Blood pressure characteristics of pregnant women with and without family history of hypertension

Based on table 1, it showed that pregnant women with family history of hypertension before and after undergoing the Cold Pressor Test had the systolic blood pressure of respectively 103.82 mmHg and 126.76 mmHg, while their mean diastolic blood pressure was respectively 76.62 mmHg and 100.29 mmHg. Pregnant women without family history of hypertension before and after the Cold Pressor Test had the systolic blood pressure of respectively 107.91 mmHg and 118.87 mmHg, while their mean diastolic blood pressure was respectively 76.62 mmHg and 78.50 mmHg.

Based on the result of normality test, both pregnant women with and without family history of hypertension showed that the p-value was below the significant value of 0.05 (p <0.05). It showed that the data was not normally distributed that the non-parametric test was conducted using both Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney test. Cold Pressor Test (CPT) was used as a reference to predict hypertension in pregnancy. The results of Mann-Whitney test showed a significance value of 0.003. Because the p-value was <0.05, it might be concluded that there was significant difference between pregnant women with family history of hypertension and those with systolic hypo-reactor and hyper-reactor. The result of Mann-Whitney test showed a significance value of 0.000. Because the p-value was <0.05, it might be concluded that there was a significant difference between mothers with family history of hypertension and those with diastolic hypo-reactor and hyper-reactor. It might be concluded that there was a significant difference between pregnant women with and without family history of hypertension and their blood pressure.

B. Pregnant women’s blood pressure reactivity differences with and without family history of hypertension after undergoing the Cold Pressor Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systolic Blood pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hipo-reactor</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>35.17</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyper-reactor</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>48.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic Blood pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hipo-reactor</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>27.94</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyper-reactor</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>50.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the result of normality test, both pregnant women with and without family history of hypertension showed that the p-value was below the significant value of 0.05 (p <0.05). It showed that the data was not normally distributed that the non-parametric test was conducted using both Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney test. Cold Pressor Test (CPT) was used as a reference to predict hypertension in pregnancy. The results of Mann-Whitney test showed a significance value of 0.003. Because the p-value was <0.05, it might be concluded that there was significant difference between pregnant women with family history of hypertension and those with systolic hypo-reactor and hyper-reactor. The result of Mann-Whitney test showed a significance value of 0.000. Because the p-value was <0.05, it might be concluded that there was a significant difference between mothers with family history of hypertension and those with diastolic hypo-reactor and hyper-reactor. It might be concluded that there was a significant difference between pregnant women with and without family history of hypertension and their blood pressure.

Cold temperature and stress were known affecting the blood pressure (BP) and heart rate. This research was in line with that conducted by Hada Amaty, et all [11]. In this research, the students conducted the Cold Pressor Test to show the blood pressure (BP) changes following the environmental pressures. In the Cold Pressor Test (CPT), the respondents immersed one of their hands into the ice water for 1-2 minutes, while the group members monitored the
respondents’ blood pressure (BP) changes from the beginning until the recovery period. Temperature and other environmental stressors were known affecting the heart rate and blood pressure. For example, the sudden and increasingly painful Cold Pressor Test (CPT) caused a massive release of sympathetic nervous system and norepinephrine. This sympathetic release triggers the cardiovascular system’s (CV’s) responses including arteriolar constriction as well as increasing blood pressure and cardiac contractility. During cold water immersion, the initial skin vasoconstriction resulted in the increasing HR and arterial blood pressure (approximately 15 mmHg increase in Diastolic Blood Pressure) [1]. The Cold Pressor Test (CPT) had shown dilating the normal respondents’ coronary arteries respondents, yet narrowing the hypertensive respondents’ coronary arteries [12].

Based on table 2, the results showed that there was a significant difference between pregnant women with and without family history of hypertension and blood pressure. Hypertension is influenced by several factors such as environment, sympathetic nervous system hyperactivity, renin-angiotensin system, Na excretion defects, increasing Na and Ca intracellular, and other increase risks, such as obesity, smoking, and genetic/family history [5]. The results of research conducted by (Hafid, 2016) on a group of students without family history of hypertension, the Wilcoxon test results showed that there were systolic blood pressure differences before and after the Cold Pressor Test (CPT) (p < 0.05), while there were no diastolic blood pressure differences before and after the Cold Pressor Test (CPT) (p > 0.05) [7]. The existence of genetic factors in certain families might cause the family members have the risk of suffering from hypertension due to the increasing intracellular sodium level and low ratio between potassium and sodium. Individuals with family history of hypertension had twice greater risk of suffering from hypertension than those without family history of hypertension [14]. The increasing sodium level may cause excessive triouretic hormone excretion. If water excessively comes out of the body, the blood volume and blood pressure may drop. Kidney cells will release the renin enzyme which activates protein in the blood called angiotensinogen to become the active form of angiotensin which will reduce the diameter of blood vessels that blood pressure may increase [5].

The result of this research supported that conducted by Arsyad (2010), which examined the relationship between the history of hypertension in people with hypertensive sympathetic nerves using the Cold Pressor Test (CPT) to predict the sympathetic nerve activity in 40 respondents showing that there was a relationship between the elderly people with history of hypertension and their sympathetic nervous hyperactivity [7]. This is in line with the research conducted by Pai (2011), explaining that a group of respondents with parents suffering from hypertension after undergoing the CPT showed an increasing blood pressure and decreasing heart rate. Thus, the results of this research represented the increasing sympathetic activity occurring in a group with parents suffering from hypertension after undergoing the CPT [7].

The result of this study was in line with that conducted by Woisetschläger et al. after undergoing the Cold Pressor Test (CPT), both systolic and diastolic blood pressure more significantly and clearly increased in pregnant women suffering from preeclampsia when compared to the healthy pregnant women (systolic blood pressure: 14.2 ± 5.5 versus 8.5 ± 7.2 mmHg, P = 0.02; diastolic blood pressure: 7.3 ± 4.9 versus 3.9 ± 4.7 mmHg, P = 0.03). The heart rate changes were similar in both groups (8 ± 2.6 versus 10.4 ± 6.4 beats/ min, not significant). The Cold Pressor Test (CPT) induction to the blood pressure is an effort to trigger the blood pressure’s extrinsic reflexes through the sympathetic stimulation in the form of cold temperature (1-40C) to cause pain. In the control group, Cold Pressor Test (CPT) induction will gradually increase the mean arterial pressure in the first and second minutes of CPT due to the increasing vascular resistance caused by the sympathetic stimulation and the increasing cardiac output due to increasing cardiac contractility. The increasing vascular resistance caused by the occurring sympathetic nervous system stimulation due to the increasing the blood vessels’ muscle tone. The vascular smooth muscles’ autonomous innervation is only originated from the sympathetic nerves, while the heart innervation is originates from the sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves. It proved that Cold Pressor Test (CPT) induction did not significantly affect the heart rate. The results of research on the effect of Cold Pressor Test (CPT) on normal people’s cardiovascular control also showed the same results [15].

Cold stimulation resulted from the immersed hands into ice water caused a stimulus in the heart’s sympathetic nerves. The stimulus significantly increased the norepinephrine and epinephrine which interacted with the alpha-type adrenergic receptors. This research was manually conducted without utilizing a sophisticated digital device that the researchers explicitly assumed that the undertaken Cold Pressor Test (CPT) technique caused the vasoconstriction effects that the heart more strongly pumped the blood and drained more blood each second. The artery had also lost its flexibility and become more rigid since the flexibility expanded when the heart pumped blood through the arteries that the blood at each heartbeat was forced passing through the narrowing vessels and caused the increasing pressure. Thus, the arterial wall became stiff as the blood pressure increased. When the Cold Pressor Test (CPT) was undergone the small arteries (arterioles) temporarily became stiff due to the stimulation of sympathetic nerves. Family history also possibly caused the increasing autonomic nervous activity, especially the sympathetic nerves in addition to the angiotensinogen genetic role which increased the angiotensin II in blood causing the vasoconstriction of blood vessels and increasing heart rate. This autonomic nervous imbalance was invisible and appeared in the form of various diseases, such as hypertension [7].

IV. CONCLUSION

Thus, it might be concluded that pregnant women with family history of hypertension had the increasing sympathetic nerves and might be easily detected by undergoing the Cold Pressor Test (CPT) [16], [17][18]
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